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1. bU’RODUCTION 
If there exist epirnorphisrns in the category of regular semigroups that are 
not surjections then, by Hall (see [9]), there are no projectives in the 
category. However, if the definition of projective is weakened to be in terms 
of surjective morphisms, rather than epimorphisms, it can be shown that 
there are many weak projectives in the category of regular semigroups. The 
aim here is to provide a process by which any projective in the category 
.F.<g of finite regular semigroups can be constructed. Tine projectives in this 
category will be seen to be precisely the finite weak projectives of the 
category of regular semigroups. 
Projectives in categories of semigroups have received little attention. Horn 
and Kimura 131 have characterized projectives in the category of 
semilattices, Nordahl and Scheiblich [6j have considered them in categories 
of bands, while the author [8] has characterized projectives of inverse 
semigroups. A summary of the results of this paper appears in [ 9 ]. 
Tn Section 2 it is noted that epimorphisms are surjections in the category 
.F,:Y; this is a result due to T. E. Hall, the proof of which has not yet been 
published. The crucial theorem of the paper, namely, that projectives in F.& 
are bands. is then proved. A corollary of the proof is that projectives in .Y-.F 
are chains of rectangular bands. In Section 3, various properties of 
projectives in 7.2 are determined. It is shown tb.at the rectangular bands 
that are .Y,g-projectives are precisely the finite right zero semigroups and 
their duais. In conclusion a process is described by which any ..FV- 
projective that is a chain of n rectangular bands can be constructed as an 
extension of an .FCi7-projective that is a chain of n - I rectangular bands: 
for n > 1. 
Let (6 denote a category of semigroups, the morphisms being 
homomorphisms. A morphism ,O: T--t S in CF is- an epintorphism if for any 
morphisms 6,) &: S --+ iJ in %‘, /?S, =/IS2 implies 6, = 6,. An object R in. 5? 
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is a q’-prqjeclive if for every morphism a: R -+ S and every epimorphism 
,O: T-+ S, there exists a morphism 7: R + T so that $3 = a. Call R a weak r8- 
projective if /3 is required only to be a surjective morphism in the definition. 
If P denotes the category of semigroups or the category of finite semigroups 
then there are no q-projectives; however, free semigroups or finite chains of 
idempotents are, in the respective categories, weak g-projectives (see 191). 
In F, S is a retract of T if there exists an epimorphism b: T-+ S and a 
morphism y: S -+ T so that y,4 is the identity on S. S is an absolute quotient 
retract in (8 if S is a retract of every object T in g of which it is an 
epimorphic image. It follows immediately from the definitions that a ‘8- 
projective is an absolute quotient retract. Furthermore, any retract of a ‘8- 
projective is a CP-projective. 
A proof of the following appears in [9]: 
THEOREM 1.1. The only absolute quotient retract in the category offinite 
groups is the trivial group. 
Note that epimorphisms of finite groups are surjections 15, 
Corollary 15.21. Also the trivial group is the only finite group projective. 
2. ..Fc%i-P~~~~~~~~~~ ARE BANDS 
This section is concerned with the proof of the statement of the section 
heading. The justification presented here depends on the following theorem 
due to T. E. Hall. A proof of this result has not been previously published 
but is available on request from T. E. Hall or the author. 
THEOREM 2.1. Epimorphisms in .FA? are surjections. 
Note that each semigroup in .X3 is completely semisimple. For the 
remainder of the paper we will always let R denote an ,~3’-projective with 
principal series R=R,xR~I>---zR,. Since the one element semigroup is 
easily seen to be an .F,Z%‘-projective, such a semigroup R exists. Throughout 
letJi=Ri\Ri+,for l<i<nandJ,=R,. It is convenient to regard R\R, + ,
as a subset of R/R,, , and to put R/Ri,, = R\Ri,, U (O}. 
The proof presented here that the X%-projective R is a band is by 
induction on the indices of the principal series for R given above. We prove 
that R/R, is a band with no proper divisors of zero, for each i: and that R is 
a band. Since the proof is long, it is presented as a series of lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.2. If n # 0, then R/R, is a combinatorial completely O-simple 
semigroup. If n = 0 then R is a rectangular band. 
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Proof. Assume iz # 0. Since R is completely semisimple we ma.y assume 
R/R, =.,H”(G; 1, A; P), the Rees matrix semigroup over the group with zero 
G” with A x I sandwich matrix P = (P.~~): and elements (a: i, j,) E 
G” x I X A. Suppose F is a finite group and 6: F+ G is an epimorphism. Put 
06= 0. Let T=AY”(F;I,A; Q), where Q = (s.~~) and Q.~~c?=~,,~. The map 
lJ: T -+ R/R, given by (a, i, A)/3 = (a& i, A) is clearly an epimorphism. Lei 
~1: R -+ R/R, be the natural homomorphism. Since R is an .F.R-projective: 
there is 2 morphism 7: R --t T so that y/? = U. Let .H z G be a group ~~-class 
of R in J,. Then there is an ,ZY-class K z F in T so that liy c: K. S!nce 
lfn ?’ G: we see that G is a retract of F in the category of finite groups. But 
F’ is an arbitrarily chosen finite group epimorphic preimage of G so G is an 
absolute quotient retract and, by Theorem 1.1, i Gl = 1. With the obvio;ls 
modifications to this argument, the statement for yi = 0 also follows. 
LEMMA 2.3. J,, is a rectangular band. 
ProoJ: By Lemma 2.2 we may assume iz f 0 and R/R, ? 
*,R”(ie); 1: A; P). Let T, =.H(F; I, A; Q) be 2 completely simple semigroup. 
where F = <a: .*” = l> is a cyclic group, and Q = (9.,\;), where 
4.1; = 1 if p.lUi = e 
=a if P.,,~ = 0. 
Define ?‘= TI U J, and define multiplication on T compatible with t!?.e 
multiplication on J,, and T, so that in T. for (b,j, 5) E T, and (e, i, A). 
(e: h, p) E Jo ; then 
and 
(e, i, i,)(b,j, r) = (qnjb, i, z): (b,.j, r)(e, i, A) = (bq+,j, A) 
(e,i,i>(e,h,,uu)=(a,i,,u) if (e, i, A)(e, iz, ,u) 6! J,. 
It can be easily checked (see 17, 111.4.11) that T is a finite regular semigroup. 
Let ,3: T -+ R/R, be the epimorphism that acts as the identity map on J,) and 
the zero map on T, . Let c(: R + R/R, be the natural homomorphism and 
y: R -+ 7’ be induced by the projective property. if J,, is not 2 semigroup then 
(n, i, p) f Ry for some (i,p). But (a, i, p) generates a subsemigroup of 7’ of 
order m or m/2, depending on whether qsi = 1 or m is odd, or if 9Ui = G and 
m is even. So ) R) > m/2. But this argument applies for al! m, which 
contradicts the finiteness of R. 
These two lemmas provide the first step of the induction argument to 
come. The next result is needed for (r + 1)st step. 
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LEMMA 2.4. Suppose R/R, is a band with no proper zero divisors for all 
i, l<i<r.Ifr#nthenR/R,.,, is combinatorial. If r = n then R is a band. 
ProoJ: Let JF = R,./R,+, z A”(G; I, a; P), let F be a finite group, and 
let d: F-+ G be an epimorphism. Put 06 = 0 and T, zM”(F; I, l2; Q): where 
Q = (q.li) and qAiS =psli. The aim is to use Theorem .l.l as in the proof of 
Lemma 2.2, to prove that 1 G: = 1. First we observe some notions from ] 7, 
Chap. V.31. 
Let 9(I) denote the semigroup of partial transformations of I, written on 
the left. So for ~5 E 9(I) and x E 1, &(x) = ~(((x)). The domain of r& is 
{x E dom <; C(X) E dom q}. The empty transformation is the zero element. 
Let @(I, F) be the semigroup of maps from subsets of 1 into F, written on the 
left, with pointwise multiplication. So for d, w E @(I, F), 4 - y(x) = 4(x) V/(X) 
and dom(# . w) = dom $ndom v. For q E.?(I) define 4” E @(I, F) by 
4”(x) = g(qx), x E dom v5 qx E dom 4. By 1.7, V.3.41 the semigroup A(T,) of 
left translations of T, is given by A(T,) = {(q, 4) E 9(I) X @(I, F); 
dom 4 = dom v}, where (q, Q)([, w) = (r& @ . w). It is routine to check that 
A(T,) is a finite regular semigroup; an inverse of (q, @) EA(T,) is 
(q’, #‘) E /1 (T,) so that dom q’ = range q, qq’q(x) = q(x) and #‘(q(x)) = 
($(q’q(x))-‘. Using G in place of F, the finite regular semigroup of left tran- 
slations A(JF) can be similarly constructed. 
Note that the map 8: A(T,) + A(JF) defined by (v, $)p = (q, &!I), where 
W)(x) = W)V? is an epimorphism. By [7, III. 1.12 ] there is a morphism 
al: R/R,.+ I + A(.!:) that extends the left regular representation of J]!. Let 
az: R --f R/R,.,. , be the natural morphism and define a = aZa, . Since R is an 
.Y-,.(%-projective there is a morphism *J: R + A(T,) so that y/l = a. 
For o = (qY 4) E A(T,) define rank cr = ] range q]. So rank u = rank a/3 in 
/l(J;). By [7, V.3.81, /3 . c IS an inner left translation only if rank G < 1. We 
will now prove that if (T is an idempotent of rank 1 in A(T,) then the 
(p-class H, of (T is isomorphic to F. Let u = (q, 9) = u’ and q(x) = a for all 
x E dom q. So q(a) = a and $(a) = 1 since Q(~(x))~(x) = i(x). Suppose 
T = (t;, w) and, r’ = (c’, w’) in A(T,), rank r = 1 = rank r’: and TV’ = u = r’r. 
Since cc’ = q = <‘[ and the ranks are 1 then dom [ = dom q = dom <’ and 
c(x) = a = c’(x). So q = c = [‘. Now y(q(x)) y’(x) = 4(x) = @(q(x)) y(x). 
So t,u(a) t,/(a)=@(a) = 1 and hence y’(a) = (w(a)) ‘. We have I,@) = 
y(a) g(x). Conversely, given w with v(x) = y(a) #(x) for x E dom w = dom q 
and some y(a) E F then (q, w) is in H,. Notice that the elements of rank < 1 
in A(T,) form an ideal so H, = {(q,f$);fE F}. Since: for f,g E F, 
fti” . &(x) =f@hx) .Mx) =f&) g@(x) =fgW> then hf$)h &I = hfg@>, 
so H, g F. Likewise the non-zero group X-classes of inner left translations 
of JF in A(JF) are isomorphic to G. Since a, restricted to 1: is the left regular 
representation of J: it can be easily checked that the image under a, of a 
group ‘?-class in J, is a group A%lass isomorphic to G. 
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Let HZ G be a group Z-class in J, G R. Since CY~ restricted to J, is 
injective then Ha z G. The elements of Ifa are inner left translations of b: 
and hence of rank < 1. So Hy z K E.F. F is an arbitrarily chosen finite 
group epimorphic preimage of G so G is an absolute quotient retract. By 
Theorem 1.1, / G 1 = 1. The proof is similar if r -= I?. 
hMMA 2.5. Suppose R/RI is a band with no proper zero divisorsfbr aii 
i, 1 < i < Y. if r # n then R\R,, , is a bana’. 
Prooj? By Lemma 2.4, R,/R,. , z &‘((e);I.A;Pj. Let I-‘, =, 
,P”(F; I’, II”; Q) be a completely simple semigroup, where I” = I i.j {b ,* 
A” =A ‘UjO!, 0 6$ IUA, where F= (4; am = 1) is a cyclic group? and where 
Q = (q.l,i) is a A0 x 1’ matrix so that 
qki = a if p,i=Oori-Oor.~=O 
=l if pni = e. 
Of course P is the n X I matrix (psli). Define T- Ti C R\R,+ , and define 
multiplication on T, compatible with that of T, and R\,i?,.- ,, so that fol 
(e, i: lb): (e, h,p) E J,, I E R\R,: and (b,j, r) E Y’, then 
(e, i, A)(b,j, r) = (q.vb, i, z>: (b,j, r)(e, i, i) = (bq+,j” A), 
t(b,j, z) = (b, k, z) if t(e,J, iU) = (e, ic, 3,) E Jr 
= (b, 0, rj if t(e,j, 1) f& J, orj = 9, 
(b:j, 7)t = (b,j, v) if (e, i, r)t = (e, i, v) E J, 
= (6, j, 0) if (e, i: 7jt @ J, oi 7 = 0, 
t(e: i, A) = (1~ 0: n) if t(e, i, A) fZ J,, (e: i, E,) t = (I, i, 0) if (e, i, i-) t @? J,, and 
(e: i, l)(e, h, ,u) = (a, i, ,u) if (e: i, A)(e, h, ,u) 65 J,. 
It can be checked (see 17, III.2.51) that T is a fmite regular semigroup. 
Define ,8: T+ R/R, _, to be the epimorphism that is the identity on R\R,.,. ; 
and the zero map on T,. Let a: R -+ R/R,. , , be the natural homomorphism. 
Proceed as in the proof of Lemma 2.3 to complete this proof. 
The major theorem of the section can now be proved. 
T~IEOREM 2.6. If R is an ..7-9-projectitie then R is G chain qf 
rectangular bands. 
ProofI R =R,I ... 3 R, is a principal series for .R, where Ji = R,\,R+ i. 
By Lemm a 2.3, Ju is a rectangular band. Assume that R/R, is a band without 
proper zero divisors for all i, 1 < i < r. Proceed by induc!ion. By Lemmas 
2.4 and 2.5: R/R,:+ 1 is a band without proper zero divisors or Y = tr and R,, 
is a band. The result follows. 
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3. A DETERMINATION OF.KY-PROJECTIVES 
In this section some properties of F&projectives are derived and a 
construction is provided by which any FL%?-projective can be determined. 
By Theorem 2.6 the .F.59-projective R has a unique principal series and 
the &lasses J O,..., J, from a descending chain of rectangular bands. The 
next two results give information on the relationship between the components 
ofR. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let a and b be distinct %-related elements of Ji-., for some 
i, 1 < i < n, and c E Ri. Then ca # cb. 
ProoJ Let 6: Ji.-, + T, be an isomorphism and define T = T, ‘d R\R,. 
Define a multiplication on T to extend the given multiplication on T, and 
R\Ri by x(J@=(x~)~ and (J@x=(YX)~, wherexER\Ri andyEJiP1. It 
is easily seen, say, by [7, III.2.5], that T is in ,F9?“. Let p: T+ R/R, be the 
identity map on R\R, and the zero map on T,, let a: R + R/R, be the natural 
morphism, and y: R -+ T be a morphism induced by the projective definition. 
Since II/~ = a! then y is the identity map on R\R, and (R,)y G T,. But in T, 
with d E T,, da z db. Hence with d = cy the result follows. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let a and b be distinct *W-related elements of Ji\Ji(R\Ri) 
and let d and e be distinct elements of R\R,. Then ae # ad # bd. 
Proof. The proof is a modification of that of 16, Claim 31. Let T be a 
finite free band freely generated by X so that there is an epimorphism 
/?: 7’+ R. Since R is a retract of T we may assume TZ R and ,O’ = ,K 
Choose x,1) E X so that ax = a and bqr = b in T. So a = ap = (ax)P = a(xp) 
and b = b(yb) in R. Then xp, yp E Ji and hence aYx,L? and bYyb. Note that 
x and y do not appear in any spelling of the words d and e of the free band 
T, otherwise d = dp E JXo = Ji, a /-class of R, which contradicts the choice 
of d (similarly for e and y). Suppose ae = ad. Then axe = axd in T. Since x 
does not appear in any spelling of e or d in T then by [2: Lemma IV.4.6 ] 
there exists a, E T’ so that a, xe = a,xd is the terminal part of the word axe 
in T. By repeated calculation of terminal parts we get e = d which is a 
contradiction. Similarly if ad = bd then axd = byd and repeated calculation 
of terminal parts gives x = y. Then a.i/‘xp =~$%‘b which is a contradiction. 
Restrictions on the rectangular band J, and on its relationship with R are 
determined in the next two results. 
THEOREM 3.3. Any completely IO-] simple semigroup that is a 
homomorphic image of an ..FZprojectine R is a right or left zero semigroup 
[with adjoined zero J. In particular J, is a right or left zero semigroup. 
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Proof: Let S be a completely simple homomorphic image of R. By 
Theorem 2.6, S is an I x n rectangular band, for some I and A. Choose 
T=.M(G: I, /i; P) to be an ..P-R-semigroup for some group G and matrix P, 
If ([I # 1 # //i 1 then G and P may be chosen so that T is a non-orthodox 
semigroup. Let p: T-+ S be the epimorphism with underiying congruence 
/I o ,K’ = .W: Let u: R + S be an epimorphism and 7: R -+ T be a morphism 
so that yp = a. /I is injective when restricted to the idempotents of T. Since R 
is a band then T is orthodox. Hence (II = 1 or 1A ) = 1. Note that by 
Theorem 2.6 it can be seen that any homomorphic image of R has no proper 
divisors of zero. So if S is completely O-simple, adjoin zero to Tin the proof 
to get the aiternative reading of the theorem. 
COROLL,ARU 3.4. Either J,R = R or RJ, =- R. rJf J, is c non.tricia: right 
zero semigroup then J,R = R. 
Proqf: Suppose e E .I, and xl’ E Re for some x E Ji and ~1 E J,i. So 
xye = xq’. If j 2 i then y = J(.x~) J = y.uy = yxq’e = ye. If j < i, by Lemma 3.1 
since ye.%?y and XJI = x(ue), then 4’ =~!e. Dually XJJ E eN if and only if 
x E eH. IHence the equivalence relation G on R with classes A = .I,KJ,,. 
B = J,RM., C = RJ,,‘@, and D = R\(A iJ B Y C) is a congruence and H/c is 
a rectangular band. By Theorem 3.3, since A #C, then D = C and either 
R = El or C = El, where q denotes the empty set. So J,,R = R or RJ,, = R. 
New suppose IJ, j > I, J, is a right zero semigroup, and. J,R # R, Then 
RJ,! = R and .RJ,\J,R -f 0. Let t be the equivalence relation on K whose 
family of classes is (J,,Re, Re\J,.Re; e E J,}; that this family partitions R 
follows from Lemma 3.1. As with o, we see that r is a congruence, and R/r 
is an I x J, rectangular band, where 11) = 2. This contradicts Theorem 3.3 so 
J,,R = A. 
‘The next result shows how to construct some . ..F.‘.-projectives from a 
given .7,%‘-projective R. For J, a right zero semigroup let 
CT= {(a,b)ER xR;ae=be for eEJ,i. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let R be an ..%~‘&projective so that J, is a right zero 
semigroup. Then CI is a congruence on R and the Jollowing are 
..F,%prqjectiaes: (i) Rja? (ii) R\( I) whenever R = R ‘, and (iii j R\R!, 
1 .<i<n. 
ProoJ Note that ae = be if and only if af = bf for e? f E J,, and u E H. If 
J,R = R then er = r for all r E R and it follows that (3 is a congruence. If 
J,R # R then, by Corollary 3.4, RJ, = H and \J,,I = 1. Then ue = a for 
a E R, e E JO and we see that cr is the identity congruence. Clearly .Re is 
isomorphic to R/o and is a transversal of the o-classes. So R/CT is a retract of 
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R and (i) follows. Parts (ii) and (iii) are straightforward consequences of the 
projective definition. 
The following result details further restrictions on the rectangular band 
components of R. As a notational convenience, for S a rectangular band let 
( S lr denote the cardinality of any ,Z-class of S. 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose (J,\J,(R\R,)I, = m > 0, and IJiqi\J,(R,i.,. ,\Ri)lr = mi 
for e,iE Jjl 0 <j < i< n. Then m,-, > -a- > m, > m, Jj is a right zero 
semigroup, and Jj Rj = Rj. If Ji Ri f Ri or Ji is not a right zero semigroup 
then m,-, = 1 and RiJi = Ri. 
Proof. Note that ml is independent of the choice of ci E Jj. Since m > 0 
then JiJ,, # Ji, so RJ, # R. Hence by Corollary 3.4, J,R = R and J, is a 
right zero semigroup. Say f, ,..., j;, are distinct %-related elements of 
Ji\Ji(R\Ri). By Lemma3.2, f, e,,...,.f,e, are distinct .R-related elements of 
J,e,. If gER,\Ri and &e,=f,e,g then fheo=f,,g and by Lemma3.2, 
e. = g which is a contradiction. So f,,e, E Jie,\Ji(R ,\Ri) and m, > m. As 
noted in the proof of Theorem 3.5, R/o z Re, for e E J,,, is an 
.F%projective, as is Re\{e] since eR = R. So R,e, = Re,\{e,} is an 
.F.$?-projective. We have, corresponding to Ji\Ji(R\Ri) in R, 
Jie,pie,(R, e,\R,e,) = Jie,\Ji(R ,\Ri). Repeat the above argument to get 
J,e,. and hence J,, is a right zero semigroup, and J, e, R, e, = R, e,. Since 
e,R, = R, then J,R, = R,. We have lJie,e,\Jie,e,(R,\Ri)lr= m, so 
m, > 172~. This argument may be repeated for the .F%projective R,e, z 
R,e,e,: and in turn for the .F%projectives R3e,,...,Ri_,ei. I, to get the 
first result. Since Jim, Rim, = Rim i and Ji.., is a right zero semigroup, and 
since Ri... , e,-: is an X:9-projective, we find as above that R,e,. , is an 
,X9-projective. If JiRi # Ri then J,e,.. 1 Riei. , # Riei-,: since Jim,Ri , = 
Ri-1. So Jiei-, is a left zero semigroup, by Corollary 3.4. If Ji is not a right 
zero semigroup then Jiei-, is a left zero semigroup by Theorem 3.3. Hence. 
in either case mi.. , = IJieipl i,. = 1. Suppose RiJi # Ri. Then there is a least 
h > i, so that J,, # J,,Ji. Hence IJ,,\cr,(Ri\R,)I > 0. If IJh\,Jh(R\R,,)ir = 0 then 
there is a greatest k < i so that J,, = J,(R,\R,). So IJ,e,\J,,(R,+ i\Rn)/r > 0 
and by the first conclusion of the lemma, applied to the ..F,;R-projective 
R ktlek, we see that Jiek is a right zero semigroup and J,e,R,e,=R,e,. So 
Ji is a right zero semigroup and J,R, = Ri. The same is true if 
i J,,v,,(R\Rh)l,. > 0. But th’ IS contradicts the premise of the last statement of 
the lemma. 
Sufficient properties of .F%Y-projectives have now been derived to allow 
us to prove that the constructions that follow enable all ..F.W-projectives to 
be determined. In Theorem 3.5 we saw how to calculate new 
,F/Z-projectives by reducing an ..F%projective. The aim is to reverse the 
reductions of Theorem 3.5(i) and (ii). 
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LEMMA 3.7. The extension Q of R bJ1 identity 1 is an ..-F.%-projectice. 
ProoJ Let a: Q -+ S and /?: T+ S be: respectively, a morphism and a.n 
epimorphism in .F,W. There exists an idempotent e E T so that ep = lu. e7e 
is a regular semigroup: if x E eTe and x’ E T is an inverse of x then e-y’:! is 
an inverse of x in eTe. Clearly (eTe)p = Idi’(Ic~). Since R is an 
.Y-.Y-projective there is a morphism :/: Q -+ T SO that i y == e and # = ci. 
Suppose R = R’ and K = (e, ,...: e,! is a right zero semigroup. Define 
U(R. ,r) := R s K: the direct product of the bands R and K. 
LEMMA 3.8. IfR = R’ then Ll(R, r) is an .T:?-projecttie. 
Proof: F’or convenience write U- U(R, r) and identify the subsemigroup 
R x (ei 1 of ti in the obvious way with Rei. Let a: U -+ S and ,f% 7’-) S be7 
respectively, a morphism and an epimorphism in .9rT.,Z. By 11: Theorem. 5 i 
we may choose .&related idempotents f, ,...:J; in T so that J,8 = e,:~, where 
fF =J if eia = ejo. Let u,: Re, + (e, a) S(e, u) and /?~,:f, 7’& -4 (e, o) S(E! LX) 
be the morphism and epimorphism obtained, respectively, by restricting the 
domains of u and ,!I R z Re, is an .Y.%projective so there is a morphism 
7,: Re, --) T? where (Re,) “J, of; Tj’, , e,y, =J~,: snd yipI = al. Define 
;‘: U-t T by (le,);J = (fe,) ~rfi for each t E R and 1 <i < I’. Since J”1 is the 
identity of (Re,) y! then UT_ ,(Re ) , ;llJ< is a subband of 7. it is now clear 
that ;’ is a morphism and y/I = CI. 
Not.e that in this Iemma the chain of rectangular bands I/’ has leading 
component K and KG= U = UK. ,%.5$projecti,ves without ihis property 
must bc of the type described in Lemma 3.6 or its dual. 
The next results make use of the notion of” the saridw?ch set S(e./‘j of 
idempotents eJ’in a regular semigroup T. We defirie 
S(e.J’)= (pE E,-lpe=p=.~o,et7,f‘==~~1. 
By Nambooripad 14 I: 
LEMMA 3.9. Let ,G’: T-+ S be a homomorphism C$ regular semigroups. 
e,.L g E E,. and JXg. Then (i) S(e,f) f [7, (ii) (S(e,J)jP G S(e/%.,g), (iii) 
S(f; g) = if): and (iv) S(e,f) = S(e, K). 
With Lemma 3.6 in mind we construct the following semigroup from R. 
Assume e E J,,, Jj is a right zero semigroup, and JiR,j -= R,; for 0 <j < i, and 
that Jj is an I x 14 rectangular band. Let K be an I x B rectangular band 
that embeds Ji as a subband. Let 6: K -+ Jie be a map so that h8 == he for 
h E Ji, 6 maps K’\J,(R\P,) injectively into Jie\Ji(lS I\J?i), and k.:%kd for aii 
k E K. Put 16 :-= i, where 1 is an identity eiement for R. Let R(Ki>Ji) be a set 
of formal products. For m = ; K\J,(R\R,)I, define VR, i, nr) == R(K i) { i 1) 
with multiplication so that (rh)(sk) == (r(h@s)k, where r, s E 12, 
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h, k E KU (11. Since K is a rectangular band embedding Jj and eR = R we 
see that V(R, I, m) is a band embedding R UK. 
Suppose R is an .X.5?-projective with principal series R, r) ... 2 R,. Let 
U: R --+ S and /?: T+ S be, respectively, a morphism and an epimorphism in 
.YJ?. Define R to have the filter morphism extension property umep) if for 
each j, 1 <j,< n: and each morphism yO: R\R,i+ T so that yOp = a on R\R,i, 
there is a morphism y: R -+ T so that I?p = a and ;I extends yO. 
Recall the definition of mj in Lemma 3.6. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let R have the fmep. Suppose .Ii is a right zero semigroup 
and JliRj= Rj for each j, 0 <j< i, and that m,. I > .a. > m,. Then for 
0 < m < m,, V(R, i, m) is an .X9-projective satisfying the fmep. 
ProoJ Write V = V(R, i, m). Let 0 = A U { l,...: m } and let K = (e,, e,, ; 
,I E A, h E Q\A }, a right zero semigroup. Let a: V+ S and ,!I: T+ S be, 
respectively, a morphism and an epimorphism in .K2?. We require a 
morphism 7: V+ T so that y/3 = a. Since R is an Y.%projective there is a 
morphism yO: R + T so that r0,4 = a when restricted to R. 
There are A-related idempotents fjl E T, 1 E A, so that J,t = e, yu. Choose 
idempotents fh E T, 1 < h < m so that fh/3 = e,,a. Choose p, E S(s, ,j”l), 
1 E A (by Lemma 3.9(iv): p, depends on 1 and A). By Lemma 3.9(ii), (iii), 
p,p =f,/?. By definition p, f, =p, =.f, pl. Since (R\,R,+ ,) e,I = ieA} then 
(R\R,+ ,) yOp, = (p,) so p,((R\R,,,) 7”)’ is a right zero semigroup. For 
1 <j < m choose successively pj E S(h, pj- , ... p,). We get p,$ =J;.,lI and 
since pj =p,i.. , . . . p1 p,i then inductively 
UR\Ri+ 1) ~0 ” 1 ~.i- 1 “‘pht 1 S h <j})Pj= ipi} 
and {P,i.**ph; 1 Shhj}Upj(R\Ri+,)Yo is a right zero semigroup. Define 
for /I En 
gh =P, “‘Ph if 1 <h <m, 
and 
g.1 = P, ’ ’ ’ Phkd if e,e=e,forsomeh, 1 <h<m 
= PAY1 otherwise. 
From the construction K’ = ( g.,, g,; A E A: I < h < m) is a right zero 
semigroup and g,b = e,\a. ghP = eha. Note that by the definition of 
(V(R, i, m), g,t is well defined. Furthermore (R\Ri)yo UK’ generates a 
subband of T. 
By Theorem 3.5, R\R,, , is an .F..5P-projective. Define y,: R\R, :. , --t T to 
be y. when restricted to R\R, and so that e,;], =g,t, for i EA. Clearly y1 is 
a morphism and yr/I = a when restricted to R\p, .,. , . By the fmep extend y, 
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to y2: R + T, where j1#= u on R. Since (R\R,) you K’ is in a band and 
.l,R = R it is easily checked that Ryz U { g,! ; 1 < h < rnj generates a subband 
of ‘T. Now extend ;j2 to ;‘: V+ T by defining (re,,);? = I”;‘:~ gil for YE R, 
! < h < m. We can readily test that y is a morphism and $3 := ~1. To see that 
V satisfies the fmep first define V, to be the ideal of V generated by Rj. If 
j < i ihen v\Vi = R\R,/ and a morphism ~6: R\.R, + T so that r&6 -= ix on. 
R\R,j can be extended to yO: R\R, --) T, y,,4 = a 011 R\R!, and then as in the 
proof to ;I: V+ T, $3 =T: a. If j > i then a morphism &: V’\,Vj --+ ir; can be 
restricted to ;I[{: R\R,-r T which in turn may be extended to yl: R -+ TV 
Define 7: V -+ T so that (reh)jl = (ryz)(ehyl) for r E R, e, E K. Since R b K 
generates V it can be easily checked that ‘j: is a morphism extending y!! so 
that J$I - a. 
Now we consider the alternative possibility suggested by Lemma 3.6. 
LEMMA 3.11. Let R haue the fmep. Suppose Ji is a righr :ero semigroup. 
./.iRj = R,j, m = 0, and m,i = I for each jl 0 <,I < i. Further suppose tizai 
R i.Ji == Ri and either *JiRi f Ri or .Ji is noi a right zew semigrouP. Then 
VCR, i, 1) is an .F%Y-projeclit:e and has thefnlep. 
Proof. Assume V=V(R1i,l)#R.LetR=nU(O/andKbetheIX,l 
band (ehw ; (/z: JG) E I x Q}. So K\.J, = {,ehO; h E 11. Since m,i = i for each 
j < i then for each ;1 E /1 there is a greatest j < i and a unique q,i E ~j SO thar. 
eiJL E Jiq,\.J,(R,! i ,\Ri). Conversely each element of R\Ri uniquely 
determines an eiement of a given .:%-class of Ji. Let u: V-+ S and B: T--+ S 
be, respectively, a morphism and an epimorphism in ..T.%@. We require a 
morphism y: V 4 T. where $ = a. Since R is an ..E Z-projective then there is 
a morphism yo: R + T so that yO,O = o on R. 
Choose idempotents fhn E T so that ehsI ‘J() =J;?.% if (h. A) E f X -4, and so 
that J&3 = ehOcl. Suppose q, E JimI T so e,, is in the .P-class Kq, . Note that 
ql~,,J;, =:;,(q, 7”) -.f;, and since (R\,Ri) e,, = {c,, 1 then (R\R;) yc.f,! = 
{J! r 1. Choose p,, E S(.I;,, J, ,), so by Lemma 3.9. p ,(,,8 =,!‘i,tp. By definition 
plci=,f,,p,,, so {p,,} = (R\Ri)yoP,,, and hence p,,;(R\Ri)yO is a right zero 
semigroup. Now choose pzl E S(p,,,(y, y,,jJ,,) so by the dual of Lemma 3.9. 
p2,[l=.fii[l, andp2,p10(q,;~0)=pz,. Note that q,~~p~,p,,~!R\,R~);~~ k a right 
zero semigroup. Continuing this selection choose pi, E S(q,yOpzi ..I 
F(j-l)l>fjO* SO P,j,B=&lP and for h <J, Pj:(qlYo)p21 ..‘P(,j.. ,)I zP.f~Ph~ *I’ 
P(,i--- 111 =Pjl p~ofq12b) =P,iI - From these relations it can be easily checked 
ihat the following are idempotents, where I = {I:...: r\ and (h, j.> E I :C .A: 
h# 1: 
g1.1 =plo(ql’r’“)P21 .*. Pri P10(4.1;10), g,,, = P:o~417c)&, .*. Pr1 PIU, 
g/l.1 = 41 Y0Phl ..* Pr, P,o(4*Y0)7 ghlJ=qlYl~PhI .** Prl.P!o* 
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Furthermore since R\R, = (q,l ; A E A }, CR\41 Y~P,~ = ipd and 
(R\R,) q, = (ql}, it is easily checked from the relations that (R\R,) y. U 
{ g,,t ; (h, A) E I x Q} is a band. Also g,J =fh,J. 
As in the proof of Lemma 3.10, extend y0 on R\R, to 7,: R\R, , , + T, 
where eh.l yi = g,, , (h, A) E I x A. Then extend y, to ;‘!?: R + T so that yZ is a 
morphism and yJ3= CI on R. Since (R\R,) 7,) U {g,,; (h, 1.) E I x a) is a 
subband of 1’ and J,R = R then Ry, U { ghO ; h E I} generates a subband of 
T. Proceed as in the proof of Lemma 3.10 to complete this proof. 
The major theorem of this section is, in effect, a summary of the results of 
the section. 
THEOREM 3.12. Any .E.SS-projectice R satisfies the fnzep and is the 
result of’ a succession of band extensions, beginning with the trivial 
semigroup, of the types described in Lemmas 3.7, 3.8, 3.10, 3.11, and their 
duals. 
ProoJ A right or left zero semigroup is an .X9?-projective by 
Lemma 3.8 or its dual, and the fmep trivially holds. Assume that any 
.9-T%?-projective with less than n y-classes satisfies the statement of the 
theorem and has the fmep, and proceed by induction. Let R be an 
X&‘-projective with n y-classes. If R = R’ the result follows by 
Theorem 3Sjii) and the proof of Lemma 3.7. If J(, is a right zero semigroup 
and J,R = R = RJ, then by the proof of Theorem 3.5(i) and Lemma 3.8, 
R = CJ(Re, r) for some r and e E J,. Since Re is an .X.5%-projective with 
identity e then Re and: by the proof of Lemma 3.8, R, have the fmep. 
Likewise for the dual case. Now suppose Jo is a right zero semigroup and R 
is not of the above forms. Then R is of the form described in Lemma 3.6 or 
its dual. Assume R is as described in Lemma 3.6. By Theorem 3.5(i) and 
Lemma 3.8, RJ,, is an .YC%‘-projective of the form U(Re, r) for some r and 
eEJ,. Let i( I ) < . . . < i(t) be non-negative integers so that 
1 Ji(k)pi(k)(R\R iCkJr = m(k), 1 < k < t. Then let V, = V(RJ,, i( 1): m( I)),..., 
V, = V(V,-, , i(t), m(t)). By Lemmas 3.6, 3.10, and 3.11 it can be seen that 
V, 2 R. Since RJ,, has the fmep then by the proofs of Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11, 
R has the fmep. 
By this theorem any .F..%-projective can be constructed. Notice that a 
finite weak regular projective must be an .Y%‘-projective. Furthermore the 
construction detailed in Theorem 3.12 and the related lemmas also proves 
that .X.9-projectives are finite weak regular projectives. Hence the 
,X.%projectives are the finite weak regular projectives. It should also be 
noted, by the construction associated with Theorem 3.12, that 
..-FCR-projectives are finite weak band projectives. In 161 some properties of 
weak band projectives are determined but a characterization is provided only 
for weak normal band projectives. The X&projectives add to the list of 
known finite weak band projectives. 
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